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Abstract
Synthesis of Gold nanoparticles has gained interest of many researchers in the field of application
research. A number of chemical and physical methods for the synthesis of Nanoparticles have been used
traditionally. But, owing to the disadvantages these methods have, there has been a shift from physical
and chemical methods to the biological methods involving various strains of microorganisms. This has
been proved a promising approach as the nanoparticles produce are cost and energy-efficient manner;
also they are non-toxic and can be used in the clinical fields as well. There are certain enzymes present in
a few microorganisms like Yeast, Algae, Bacteria, Fungi, etc. which reduces the Au+ ion to its
corresponding nanoparticles. This paper provides a brief overview of the biosynthesis of Gold
Nanoparticles using various microorganisms. This includes the methods used and discussion about the
shortcomings as well as the future prospects of using Gold colloids in various medical fields. The toxicity
aspect which is the grave concern related to metal nanoparticles worldwide has also been covered so as
to provide the readers with valuable information regarding nanoparticles synthesis and applications.
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Introduction
A Nanoparticle is composed of atoms in either a singleor poly-crystalline arrangement having at least one dimension
smaller than 100 nanometers. Nanoparticles have pulled in a
huge consideration due to their interesting properties, be it be
Thermal, Optical, Chemical, Physical properties which are due
because of the blend of a huge extent of high energy surface
molecules in comparison to the bulk solid. Nanoparticles of a
variety of shapes, sizes, chemical compositions and controlled
monodispersity are being synthesized for a long time now
using the traditional physical, biological, chemical and a
mixture of these methods. Of these, Chemical and Physical
methods extensively utilize toxic chemicals which enormously
restrict their use in the biomedical fields specifically in the
clinical fields. Moreover, these methods are capital-intensive
and inefficiently use energy and materials. Thus, a need for
dependable, environment- friendly, nontoxic strategies for the
formation of NPs was felt in order to extend its applications in
many fields. One of the alternatives to accomplish this task
was to use microorganisms to form NPs. We are aware that
microorganisms, whether unicellular or multicellular can
synthesize inorganic products both intra-cellularly and extracellularly. So, the biosynthesis of NPs is the recent
BioNanotechnology (amalgamation of Biotechnology and
Nanotechnology) and has gotten impressive consideration
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because of the need to develop methods for eco-friendly
synthesis of Nanoparticles.
Biosynthesis of NPs from microorganisms including Fungi,
Algae, Bacteria, etc. is an example of a bottom up approach in
which Redox reactions leads to the formation of colloids.
Enzymes present in microorganisms have reducing nature
which reduces the metal ions into their corresponding
Nanoparticle [1].
Nanoparticles are synthesized when microorganisms seize ions
from their surroundings and then transform them into the
corresponding metal with the help of enzymes produced by
their cellular metabolism. It can be arranged into Intracellular
(which involves conveying the ions inside the microbial cell in
order to form NPs within the sight of enzymes) and
Extracellular (which involves confining the ions on the cell
surface thus reducing the ions in the presence of enzymes)
based on the area where the NPs are formed. Bacillus subtilis
[2] as well as Thiobacillus ferroxidans are capable of
performing intra-cellular reduction of Au3+ to its
corresponding gold Nanoparticle whereas Pseudomonas
aeruginosa ATCC 90271 can form NPs extra-cellularly [3].
Gold has been a topic of interest for many researchers since the
ancient times. Gold has majorly won interests of people
especially in the field of nanoscience and nanotechnology as
Gold NPs or Gold colloids. Out of all the metal NPs, AuNPs
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are considered as the most stable. They present to us few
fascinating optical, magnetic and physical properties and its
applications in the field of biology. For an instance, Beveridge
and colleagues have shown that nanoscale gold particles might
be promptly expedited inside the cells of the bacteria
incubation of the cells with Au3+ ions [4-6].

Metallic Nanoparticles
Gold NPs
Earlier, Gold NPs were used for the recoloring of glasses for
embellishing purpose. The cutting edge period of the formation
of AuNPs started over 150 years ago when Faraday, who was
potentially the first to watch that colloidal gold arrangements
have properties that contrast from mass gold. The biosynthesis
of Gold NPs is the recent BioNanotechnology field
(combination of Biotechnology and Nanotechnology) (Table
1).
Fusarium
oxysporum
[7]
and
actinomycete Thermomonospora sp, etc. are seen to carry
extracellular synthesis of gold NP and fungus Verticillium sp.
were seen to carry intracellular synthesis by Sastry and
coworkers [8].
According to an observation by Southam and Beveridge,
incubation of the cells with Au3+ ions may lead to the
precipitation of gold particles of nanoscale dimensions inside
the bacterial cells [9]. Alkalotolerant Rhodococcus sp. are also
seen to form monodisperse gold NPs under harsh
environmental conditions [10].
Table1: Depicts typical properties of Gold Nanoparticles.
ext(M-1

Silver NPs
Silver NPs are proved to be effective against a wide range of
microbes. This property has led to their exploitation in the field
of nanomaterial. Microbes are responsible for the reduction of
Ag+ to its silver nanoparticles, which are majorly spherical in
shape [7,13,10]. It has been shown by Klaus and coworkers
that when Pseudomonas stutzeri AG259 is placed in a
concentrated aqueous solution of silver nitrate, it formed Ag
nanoparticles after reducing Ag+ [14].Also, a film of AgNP
was formed on the surface of the cells of fungi,
Verticillium, Fusarium oxysporum, or Aspergillus flavus [15]
etc. Organisms like Bacillus cereus, Aspergillus flavus,
Aspergillus fumigatus, Fusarium oxysporum, Neurospora
crassa [16], Trichoderma viridae, etc, produces Spherical
silver NPs; Corynebacterium glutamicum produces irregular
silver NPs [17-20].

Alloy NPs
They are a novel type of NPs which have their applications in
the field of catalysis, electronics, as optical materials, and
coatings. F. oxysporum was studied to form the bimetallic AuAg alloy NP and enlightened the role of NADH in telling the
composition of Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles [21].Through TEM
and Fluorescence microscopic studies, it has been observed
that these Au-Ag NPs are majorly formed extra-cellularly and
were polygonal in shape. Stability of Au-Ag NPs was studied
in Fusarium semitectum by Sawle et al.

Biosynthesis of nanoparticles Using
Microorganisms
Biosynthesis is based on the fact that biological species and
inorganic molecules interact constantly. This portion of paper
will discuss about the types of Metallic NPs and the methods
used to synthesize them.

Diameter (nm)

Nanoparticle/mL

Peak
SPR Molar
wavelength(nm)
cm-1)

5

5.47×1013

515-520

1.10×107

10

5.98×1012

515-520

1.01×108

15

1.64×1012

520

3.67×108

Biosynthesis of gold NPs using fungus

20

1.64×1011

524

9.21×108

30

1.79×1011

526

3.36×109

40

7.15×1010

530

8.42×109

50

3.51×1010

535

1.72×1010

Fungi have the potential to secrete various secondary
metabolites and enzymes that are dealt in the laboratory. Fungi
are known to have the capability to secrete large amount of
enzymes and they also have high tolerance level towards
metals [22]. Fungi also take up the metals intra-cellularly.

60

1.96×1010

540

3.07×1010

80

7.82×109

553

9.70×1010

100

3.84×109

572

1.57×1011

Many other microorganisms produce NPs of different shapes.
For example, Rhodopseudomonas capsulate and Shewanella
oneidensis form spherical gold NPs [11]. Escherichia coli and
Yarrowia lipolytica [12] forms triangular gold NPs;
Plectonema boryanum forms cubical NPs, etc.
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The most commonly used group of fungi for the biosynthesis
of gold NP- Actinomycetes (because they are an intermediate
to both the prokaryotes and fungi).
Thermomonospora are the most recent species of fungi to
produce gold NP with exceptional monodispersity inside the
Actinomycete cells. Another actinomycete, Rhodococcus when
exposed to AuCl4-, reduces the gold ions forming highly
monodispersed
Using Rhodococcus sp.: Rhodococcus sp. are an example of
alkalotolerant actinomycetes fungi shows an optimum growth
at 27℃ and pH=7. These forms GNPs intracellularly i.e within
the actinomycete cells, on the cytoplasmic membrane.
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Rhodococcus sp. after exposure to AuCl4- ions causes fast
reduction of the gold ions which leads to the formation of
GNPs with a high level of monodispersity (Figures 1-3).

Using Thermomonospora sp.: Thermomonospora sp. is an
example of extremophiles (which can survive under extreme
conditions that are proved to be fatal to humans). They owe
their survival to certain adaptations such as new mechanisms
of transduction, maintaining the structure and function of
membrane and enzyme, regulating the metabolism of the body,
etc. They grow optimally at pH 9 and a temperature of 50°C
(Figures 4 and 5).
Exposure of Thermomonospora sp. to the gold particles
reduces them into gold ions that form the gold NPs
extracellularly.
An advantage of using Thermomonospoara sp.: They produce
NPs with much better polydispersity, a factor which is highly
important for determining the quality of NP produced.

Figure1: Biosynthesis of gold NPs using Rhodococcus sp.

Figure4: Isolation from Thermomonospora sp.

Figure2: Isolation of gold NP from Rhodococcus sp.

The samples of aliquots (2ml) of the aqueous components were
simultaneously checked for their biotransformation with the
help of UV-Vis spectra. TEM studies on the finely sliced
sections of AuNP-Actinomycete cells were carried out in order
to know about the exact location of the reduction of AuNP [1].

Figure 5: Synthesis of gold NP using Thermomonospora sp.

Figure3: (A). Rhodococcus sp. actinomycete cells after exposure to
10−3 M aqueous solution HAuCl4 for 24 h. (B) Rhodococcus sp.
biomass after removal from the culture medium (Rajiv Kumar, et al.).
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The samples of aliquots (2 ml) of the aqueous components
were simultaneously checked for their biotransformation with
the help of UV-Vis spectra. TEM studies on the finely sliced
sections of AuNP-Actinomycete cells were carried out in order
to know about the exact location of the reduction of AuNP.
Using an Endophytic Fungi: Endophtic fungi to be used were
isolated from medicinal plant [23]. This class of fungi has not
been used too frequently for the biosynthesis of Nanoparticles
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until sometime back [24]. The fungal isolated used were called
GX2, GX3 and ARA which used HAuCl4- as the starting
material. They were grown under aerobic conditions in a
nutrient broth with the following composition: malt extracts
powder, glucose, yeast extract and peptone. The culture was
then incubated at 27℃ and the supernatant was obtained after 7
days. Incubate 10 ml of culture along with 20 ml HAuCl4
under dark conditions for 48 h at room temperature.
The Nanoparticles thus formed were confirmed after an
observation of a change in the color from pale yellow to pink.
The culture was then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 15 min and
then grounded with KBr and made into the pellets. The color
change was because of the aggregate coherent oscillation of the
conduction electrons at the outer surface of the GNP when
these particles cooperate with the wavering electric field of the
incident light. This process is known as- “surface plasmon
resonance (SPR)”. This color change is considered as the proof
of the successful completion of the first step in the biosynthesis
of GNPs.

Using Yeast
Using C. albicans: HAuCl4 (Chloroauric acid), horseradish
peroxidase-conjugated antirabbit IgG, 3,3′- diaminobenzidine
tetrahydrochloride, Tween 20 and diethyl nitrosamine are
required as chemicals. The cytosolic extract was isolated from
C. albicans [culture the cells on YEDP agar plates harvest and
homogenize the cell after 24 h in a protease inhibitor cocktail
sonicate and then vortex the homogenate with subsequent
cooling pellet it out and collect the supernatant].
Take different volumes of the cytosolic extract and add it to 5
mL solution of 10−3 M aqueous HAuCl4. Make the volume up
to 10ml. Incubate for 24 h until the reaction is completed. The
gold NP thus formed was identified by ultraviolet-visible
spectroscopy; transmission electron microscopy, atomic force
microscopy, and Fourier transform infrared analyses (Figure
6).

Biosynthesis of gold NPS using algae:
Using Sargassum wightii Greville, a marine alga: Sargassum
wightii is the first ever alga to have produce very stable gold
NP. The stability of the NP produced makes this alga an agile
candidate for the NP production (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Biosynthesis of gold NPs using Sargassum wightii Greville

Biosynthesis of gold NPs using bacteria
Using Pseudomonas aeruginosa: For the study, two strains of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa were taken and cultured in nutrient
broths and agar plates [25,26]. The first strain-1 produces
pyoverdin, a soluble fluorescent pigment and the other strain-2
produces pyocyanin, a blue pigment after being cultured on
agar media. Standard strain of P. aeruginosa ATCC 90271 was
used too. Grow the bacteria in a 50 mL nutrient broth under
aerobic conditions, Incubate at 37℃ and agitate at 150 rpm for
24 h, Obtain the supernatant by centrifugation at 5000 rpm, 5
min (Figures 8 and 9).

Figure 8: Biosynthesis of gold NPs using Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

Figure 6: Analysis techniques
Figure 9: Au NPS prepared by supernatant of P. aeruginosa ATCC
90271, P. aeruginosa (2), and P. aeruginosa (1), respectively [27].
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Using Pseudomonas denitrificans: Pseudomonas denitrificans
is a gram negative bacterium which carries out the process of
denitrification. This reducing property of Pseudomonas
denitrificans is exploited by researchers to produce GNPs
(Figure 10).

Figure 12: Biosynthesis of Gold NPs using Stenotrophomonas
maltophilia

Figure10: Biosynthesis
denitrificans.

of

Gold

NPs

using

Pseudomonas

Using Stenotrophomonas maltophilia: In Stenotrophomonas
maltophilia, the conversion of Au3+ to Au0 is mediated by a
NADPH-dependent reductase enzyme through a metal
reduction process. Incubate the biomass with different
concentrations of NADPH and examine the change in the color
with the help of a spectrophotometer. A control was
simultaneously run and no change in its color of suspension
was observed. The increase in the intensity of the color of the
suspension confirmed the formation of GNPs. Therefore, it was
analyzed that biomass and NADPH, both, are essential for the
formation of GNPs (Figures 11-13).

Figure 11 :( A) UV-vis spectra of GNPs synthesis by adding different
concentrations of NADPH in the solution of suspended biomass along
with HAuCl4 (C3 to C7) (B) Shows the GNPs synthesis by adding
different concentrations of NADPH in the solution of suspended
biomass along with HAuCl4 (tubes C3 to C7). In controls (C1 and
C2), either cell mass (C1) or NADPH (C2) was not added [28].
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Figure 13: Proposed mechanism of gold ions bioreduction via
NADPH-dependant
reductases
[http://ijpsr.com/bft-article/
biosynthesis-of-gold-nanoparticles-scope-and-application-a-review].

Challenges
Despite the fact that the upsides of microorganisms intervened
biosynthesis of metal nanoparticles there are as yet many
difficulties to be overcome before it can be applied for all
intents and purposes. One of the critical test is the under a
given set of biosynthetic conditions control of size, shape and
crystallinity of metal nanoparticles in which the real
biosynthesis process is not completely caught on. The assorted
qualities of microorganisms make singular filtration and
assurance of different biocompounds a challenging assignment.
Convention for the biosynthesis of metallic nanoparticles may
vary enormously among various organisms. So it is critical to
have superior information of the synthesis procedure by
various microbial frameworks. Moreover the connection of a
few particles from microbial biomass on to the surface of
biosynthesised nanoparticles they firmly tie with the functional
groups that could eventually restrain the resulting
functionalization of the nanoparticles. The strength of
nanoparticle is another issue to consider. It is an essential part
of the nanoparticles when they are synthesized to shape a
stable amid storage and have no noteworthy changes of the
morphology before they are utilized as a part of handy
applications. Moreover harmfulness (toxicity) assessment and
furthermore natural effect of these metal nanoparticles are
additionally essential angles to be considered. The valuable
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metals having a financial significance in human utilization are
likewise appropriate in nature [29].

Scope and Applications
Gold nanoparticles are flexible materials with an expansive
scope of uses in an assortment of fields. Scientists have
covered gold particles with DNA and infused them into plant
embryos or plant cells. This will guarantee that some
hereditary material will enter the cells and change them. This
technique upgrades plant plastids. The optical-gadgets
properties of gold nanoparticles are being investigated broadly
for use in high innovation applications, for example, sensory
probes, electronic conductors, natural photovoltaics, drug
delivery in organic and therapeutic applications, and catalysis.
Some other potential uses of GNPs are:
As an anti-biotic, anti-fungal, and anti-microbial agent when
included plastics, coatings, nanofibers and textiles.
In nanowires and catalyst applications
In therapeutic agent delivery
In photodynamic treatment - When light is connected to a
tumor containing gold nanoparticles, the particles quickly
warm up, slaughtering tumor cells
In different sensors, e.g. colorimetric sensor with gold
nanoparticles can distinguish if foods are suitable for
utilization.
Gold nanoparticles are very thick, in this manner enabling
them to be utilized as tests for transmission electron
microscopy
To distinguish biomarkers in the finding of growths, heart
illnesses, and infectious agents
For power device applications.
To make pacemaker and gold plated stents [30].
For delivery of drug molecules into cells [17].

Toxicity of Gold Nanoparticles
Past the wide usage of the test conditions and the substantial
disparity of an extensive piece of published outcomes, the
general feeling is that stripped AuNPs are significantly
dangerous both in vitro and in vivo, while proper covering may
halfway keep their destructive effects [31]. Toxicity is
dependent on the following factors: i) surface chemistry, ii)
coating materials, iii) size, iv) shape, and v) biological target
tested [32].
The harmfulness of nanoparticles is generally expressed as the
particle concentration causing 50% of the growth inhibition in
cell culture (IC50). AuNPs are known to be an excellent carrier
in the field of molecular biology owing to their needle-like
penetrating properties and their small size [22]. There are
various routes of NP exposure: during growth, formation and
application by directly injecting or ingesting [33,34], from
composites of AuNP bound to consumer products, absorption
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through skin touch, inhalation or even by release during time
the time of implants[35,36].
Some GNPs cause toxicity because of their large surface area
to volume ratio and some because of the presence of coated
surface ligands. It has been studied that smaller the size of
AuNP, the more it causes the toxicity and the more it binds to
the cellular surfaces.

Conclusion and Future Prospect
The study advocated the use of Microorganisms (Algae, Fungi,
and Bacteria) as an alternative of various other physical and
chemical procedures for the biosynthesis of Gold
Nanoparticles. The enzymes produced by various
microorganisms through their metabolic activities acts as
reducing agents which act as reducing agents reducing the gold
ions to their corresponding Gold Colloids of different shapes,
sizes and compositions. Because of this property, no external
reducing agent is required which makes the GNPs thus formed
safer to be used in clinical fields. Moreover, the proteins
synthesized by microorganisms stabilize the NPs which is an
added advantage.These organisms may form NPs either
intracellularly or extracellularly. NPs obtained through
extracellular synthesis are more pure as they are devoid of any
cellular protein and their isolation is also easier by the filtration
process of cell-free filtrate.
Understanding the surface science of the biogenic
Nanoparticles would be similarly critical. This would then
prompt the likelihood of genetically designed microbes
overexpress particular reducing atoms and capping agents and
along these lines, controls the size and state of the biogenic
nanoparticles. The judicious utilization of compelled situations
inside cells, for example, the periplasmic space and
cytoplasmic vesicular compartments (e.g. magnetosomes) to
adjust nanoparticle size and shape is an energizing plausibility
yet to be truly investigated. The fungal and actinomyceteintervened green science approach towards
The formation of nanoparticles has many points of interest, for
example, ease with which the procedure can be scaled up,
monetary suitability, probability of effortlessly covering huge
surfaces by appropriate development of the mycelia, and so
forth.
Contrasted with the bacterial fermentations, Contrasted with
bacterial maturations, in which the procedure innovation
includes the utilization of advanced equipments for getting
clear filtrates from the colloidal stocks, fungal stocks can be
effortlessly separated by filter press of comparative basic
equipments, in this way sparing significant speculation costs
for equipments. The characteristic of high amounts of protein
formation, other than their eukaryotic nature has made fungi as
most loved hosts for heterologous articulation of high-esteem
mammalian protein for assembling by fermentation. Further,
contrasted with microscopic organisms; fungi and
actinomycetes are known to emit considerably higher measures
of proteins, subsequently essentially expanding the profitability
of this biosynthetic approach.
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